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About This Content

This piece of DLC is a set of 24 Negligee Wallpapers, which showcases the talents of Kopi Anget, showing characters from the
games in a variety of fun, silly, and possibly compromising situations.

The contents of which will be viewable as a new 'wallpapers' folder in the games main directory once the dlc is purchased and
downloaded.

Some of the images can be considered mature and NSFW.

The pack currently includes 24 Wallpapers.
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24 Total Wallpapers

- 10 are just the Bio Pages of the girls with two for each girl, the 4 main girls and Emily. They are sort of in a steam profile style
with a picture of the girl in a different outfit on each side of the bio. Problem aside from not being something good for a
wallpaper is that they are also cut off a bit on both sides.

- 10 are just CG from within the game with the Negligee logo slapped on it.

- 1 is a combined picture of two CG from the game, Yuuki and Melissa. This one I really do like a lot since it looks nice having
both together in the same picture rather than solo. They also both have smiles with those outfits unlike the in game CG version
of each. It's a shame they didn't use Yuuki Schoolgirl + Melissa Red Ribbon instead, but this is good too.

- 1 is the picture used for the banner of this game with the 4 girls on the store page. This one is ok I guess.

- 1 is a Sexy picture of Hannah that I did not see in game. I play the censored version so I'm not sure if there is a picture of this
or something similar in the uncensored version. I liked this one a lot as well.

- 1 is of the 4 girls in a bath scene. This picture is not in the game and is completely different than the rest because it's also in a
different art style whish make them look much younger. I'm personally not a fan of this style at all for this game but maybe
others will like it.

While this dlc is cheap at only $1, I can't recommend this. The Bios are not wallpaper material and the ones of the in game CG
are pointless when you can just screenshot them in game and use that for wallpapers.. Advertised as "24 wallpapers" however,
10 of thems are very cluthered BIO of the characters. To each their own, but I don't take theses 10 as "wallpapers" at all. Theses
aside, some really are gorgeous, but consider this DLC to be a donation with minor rewards if you aren't decided. Would have
expected a bit more. On the bright side theses are indeed of 1920 x 1080 size.. Don't buy this unless you are willing to pay full
contents of this game. or buy when it 50 % sales off.
. Complete crap. You can get better kicks much better ways and save your left clicking....avoid please as its a text narrative
game, nothing more.
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